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s a result of the changing ways in which society is consuming energy, the demand for
ever longer cables is also increasing. The challenge is to manufacture and test cables
that have such great lengths, and conventional systems can often reach their limits. The
new testing system from HIGHVOLT is capable of testing extremely long cables with equipment that not only weighs less, but also takes up less space. The solution is modular and
free of partial discharge, as is required for cable testing. The first testing system of this type
was installed and taken into operation in Greece in the autumn of 2018.

A significant advantage here is that
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surroundings are not influenced by the magnetic field generated by the coils.
Within this component size it is possible
The rated frequency was chosen as 12 Hz,
so that the cables could still be tested under to individually adapt the output voltage of
deviating or larger cable capacitances, albe- the reactor within certain limits, which natuit with reduced voltage. At 10 Hz, cables can rally also changes both the inductance and
still be measured that are longer by 44 %, but the current. One project (Fig. 1) was implemented with an output voltage of 225 kV per
the available testing voltage is 20 % lower.
reactor.
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transport. The restrictions for AC testing of
DC power cables for
large manufacturing
lengths and high voltages as described in
CIGRE TB 496, Working Group B1.32 C do
not apply. With the extended capabilities for
AC testing, the quality
requirements for DC
cables can be better
met. It is also easier
to test long AC cables
in accordance with CIFig.1: Four new reactors DE 120000/225-122 (right) combined with 8 conventional reGRE TB 490, Working
actors, resulting in an installed total test power of 700 MVA – the most powerful testing
Group B1.27.

A new reactor design is available for the
testing of long DC and AC cables.
The new series of reactors has the following technical data:

"The new XXL reactors are
four times as powerful, but
only twice the size of the
existing reactors."

system in the world to date.

